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ABSTRACT
Network en
nvironments always can be invaded by intruderr agents. In
networks where
w
nodes are perform
ming some computation
ns, intruder
agents migght contaminate somee nodes. Therefore, problem of
decontaminating a netw
work infected
d by intrudeer agents is one of the
n this paper, w
we present a distributed
major problems in these networks. In
us local algorrithm for deccontaminatin
ng a network
k. In most of
asynchronou
prior algoritthms, there iss a coordinattor agent thatt starts from a node and
decontaminates the netw
work. Since th
his proceduree is handled by
b an agent
nation algoritthm is very slow.
s
In our
and in centrralized modee decontamin
algorithm, th
he network iss decomposeed to some clu
usters and a coordinator
c
is advocateed to each cluster. Therefore, theere is more than one
coordinator that each off them starts from differen
nt nodes in the
t network
pendently. In
n this case, network is
and decontaaminates network, indep
decontaminated faster. In addition, in
n previous wo
orks the upper bound of
a
the num
mber of cleaner agents required
r
to
the numberr of moves and
decontaminate network
k are given
n only for n
networks with
w
special
s
as ringg or tori while our algorrithm establishes these
structures such
upper bound
ds on networrks with arbittrary structurre.

1. INTRODUCCTION
A particu
ularly imporrtant securitty concern in a
network is to
t protect it from unwan
nted and possibly
dangerous intrusions. Att an abstract level, an intrruder
is an alien process
p
that moves
m
on thee network to sites
unoccupied by the systems agents an
nd contaminaating
the nodes while
w
it passes by. In such
h cases, a prim
mary
task is to deecontaminatee the infected
d network. There
T
are two main
m
types of
o decontam
mination: inteernal
decontamination and external
e
deco
ontamination
n. In
internal deccontamination
n, local faulty
y behavior caan be
repaired by
y local majorrity mechanissm with possibly
different rulles which aree applied only
y to contamin
nated
nodes [1]. In the exxternal deco
ontamination
n of
network, a team of mobile agentss is deployed to
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deco
ontaminate
a
netw
work.
The
network
k
deco
ontamination
n problem has beeen studied
d
exteensively undeer various terrms like intru
uder capture,,
deco
ontamination
n, and graph
h search [2]–[4]. Besidee
netw
work security, the decon
ntamination problem
p
hass
man
ny other app
plications. Consider the leader of a
team
m of agents who
w searchess a person, moving object,,
or contaminant
c
in a buildin
ng. Such a scenario may
y
occu
ur in urban search and rescue [5] and military
y
operrations [6].
The
T remaindeer of this papeer is organizeed as follows..
We first discu
uss related works in Section 2..
Back
kgrounds and
d problem sttatement are presented in
n
Secttion 3. We then definee the overv
view of thee
prop
posed algoritthm in Sectio
on 4. Section 5 contains a
metthod for decomposing the network and
d the analysiss
21
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of the proposed algorithm and the proof of its
correctness are presented in Section 6. The
computational complexity and the upper bound for
the number of moves and the number of cleaner
agents required to decontaminate a network are given
in Section 7. Finally, we conclude and discuss avenues
for future work in Section 8.
2. RELATED WORKS
The network decontamination problem was first
proposed by Breisch in which the goal is to
decontaminate network using few number of agents
[7]. In decontamination problem, the goal is typically
to devise a strategy for agents to collaboratively
decontaminate the whole network using the smallest
possible team of agents or in graph search the aim is
to find a strategy that minimizes the number of
searchers [8]. Finding the minimum number of agents
or searches is NP‐hard for an arbitrary graph [9].
Finding the optimal number of agents and searches
are investigated on special structures such as mesh,
tori and ring [2]‐[10]. So far, there is not any
algorithm which optimizes time complexity and
number of agents simultaneously in any arbitrary
graphs [11]. Nevertheless, decontamination is
successful in various domains since many issues in
this problem are related to graph concepts such as
cut‐width and graph minors. For example, minimum
number of search in a graph is equal to cut‐width of a
graph with maximum degree 3 [12]. Other example is
a pebbling problem in graphs [13].
Decontamination problem is investigated by
considering various assumptions. There are a bunch
of studies in graph search in which agents are able to
jump across the network. This kind of search is called
non‐contiguous search, but this search is not valid in
many domains [14]. On the other side, there are lots of
studies in which agents cannot jump in a network and
cannot be removed from network. This kind of search
is called contiguous search [6]. It has been proved that
the contiguous searching number is always greater or
equal to then on contiguous searching number [15]. In
some recent works, there are some new and
interesting assumptions in decontamination context.
For example, the propagation patterns of faults can
follow different dynamics, depending on the behavior
of the affected nodes, and topology of the network. At
one extreme, we have a full spread behavior: when a
site is affected by a virus or any other malfunction,
such a malfunction can propagate to all its neighbors;
in other cases, faults propagate only to sites that are
susceptible to be affected; the definition of
susceptibility depends on the application but
oftentimes it is based on local conditions, for example,
a node could be vulnerable to contamination if a
majority of its neighbors are faulty, and immune
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otherwise [16]‐[17] or it could be immune to
contamination for a certain amount of time after being
repaired [18].
Some further works in the same model was done in
[19], where a two dimensional lattice is considered.
In this paper, we introduce a distributed algorithm
which decomposes graph to sub‐graphs and
decontaminates nodes in each sub‐graph. In all
previous papers, cleaner agents start from a home‐
base to decontaminate the graph but in our algorithm
there is more than one home‐base [20]‐[21]. This
algorithm decontaminates the network in an
acceptable time complexity and number of agents. The
proposed algorithm for decontamination in this paper
can be a proper step toward finding algorithms which
solve decontamination problems in optimal time with
optimal number of agents.
3. BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
Network is modeled as a simple undirected
connected graph G = (V, E). The network structure is
considered arbitrary in this paper. Here, nodes are
colored black or white. A node is black if it is
contaminated and otherwise it is white. A
contamination rule is a local majority‐based rule
applied to white nodes only. Color of a node is
changed at discrete time steps on the basis of the
majority of colors held by its neighbors. Updating is
performed simultaneously at discrete time steps by all
nodes subject to majority voting.
In this paper, there are two types of agents which
have different capabilities. The first type of agents is
cleaner agent which we call it from then a cleaner.
Cleaner agents can clean the infected node and have
visibility ability. It means that the cleaner agent can be
aware of the state of its direct neighbors. The other
type of agents is coordinator agent which we call it
from then coordinator. A coordinator agent moves in
the network and decides about allocating a cleaner to
a node. Each agent in the network has unique
identifier and is distinguished from others using this
identifier. Moreover, agents can move in network
from a node to another node which has direct link to it
and they cannot jump to the other nodes. At any point
in time each node of the network can be in one of
three possible states: clean, contaminated, or guarded.
A node is guarded when it contains at least one agent,
clean when a cleaner agent has been on the node and
the majority of its neighbors are clean or guarded, and
is contaminated otherwise.
A cleaning strategy used by agents should
guarantee that after a finite amount of time all nodes
are clean and it should be monotone. A strategy is
called monotone if it guarantees that after
decontaminating a node, it will not be re‐
contaminated. Initially all nodes are contaminated
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except for the home‐b
bases, which
h are obvio
ously
guarded. We
W consider there
t
are enough cleanerrs in
network an
nd they can
nnot be rem
moved from the
network. As
A a matter of fact, con
ntamination and
decontamination processes occurring simultaneo
ously
in a networrk. Their inteeraction creaates a dynam
mic of
faults propaagation and nodes mendin
ng.

n
clussters and thee coordinatorr can obtain information
abou
ut their statu
us. As a matteer of fact, bou
undary nodess
guarrantee the convergencee of algorith
hm in each
h
clusster and con
nsequently tthe convergence of thee
algo
orithm in the whole graph.
Example 1: Conssider the graaph as shown
n in Figure 1..
Let’ss consider no
odes n1 and n12 are homee‐base nodes..
Clussters for these two nodes w
with t=2 are

4. DECONTA
AMINATION ALGORITHM
In this section we introdu
uce Distrib
buted
Asynchrono
ous Local Decontaminat
D
tion (DALD), an
algorithm which
w
can decontaminaate an arbittrary
graph. DALD
D has four phases that we describe belo
ow:
1. Selectiing homeb
base nodes:: At first, some
s
nodes are chosen randomly
r
and are consid
dered
me‐base nodees. Home‐basee nodes are those
t
as hom
nodes that coordin
nator agentss with unlim
mited
t
numbeer of cleaners are located there.
2. Clustering: The graph
g
is div
vided into some
s
clusterrs. The home‐base nodes are the center of
each cluster.
c
Clusters are deveeloped using a t‐
distancce method which
w
guaran
ntees to comp
prise
the wh
hole graph.
3. Tree construction
c
n: In each clu
uster, a breaadth‐
first trraversal is ussed to constrruct a tree which
w
uses a lexical orrder. The co
onstructed trees
t
the
guaran
ntee
the
monotonicity
of
deconttamination allgorithm.
4. Cleaniing: All co
oordinators in all clussters
deconttaminate at the
t
equivaleent trees of their
t
clusterrs in parallel.
The first three phasess are executed
d only once in
n the
beginning of
o the algoriithm. The clleaning phasse is
executed un
ntil the netwo
ork is deconttaminated tottally.
All phases are discusssed in morre detail in the
following seections.
5. CLUSTER
RING
Graph clu
ustering is th
he task of gro
ouping vertices of
the graph in
nto clusters, taking into consideration
c
n the
edge structu
ure of the grraph in such a way that there
t
should be many edgees within eaach cluster and
relatively few
w between th
he clusters [2
22].
There arre various ways
w
to clusster graphs with
different pro
operties. We cluster graph
h using t‐disttance
property.
1 For a pair of nodes ni and
a nj, let
,
Definition 1:
be the shortest distancee between th
hem in the grraph.
|
,
, ,
denotes a set
Let
of nodes thaat can be reacched from ni within
w
t hops.
Accordingg to this definition, above
a
nodes in
distance of t hops from
m a home‐basse node is in
n the
cluster of th
hat home‐baase. Nodes in
n distance off t +
1hops from
m home‐base nodes are boundary no
odes.
Boundary nodes
n
are no
odes which belong to other
o
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Boundary
B
nod
des for clusteers n1 and n12
1 are {n6, n7,
n8, n9}, {n4, n5, n133} consecutiveely.
Dete
ermination of Parametter t: The key
k
point in
n
clusstering graph
hs is to determ
mine t in a way
w that each
h
node belongs to one cluster at least. To this end, wee
speccify the valuee of t in a way that the wh
hole graph iss
coveered by our clustering
c
meethod
Defiinition 2: Consider a grap
ph G = (V, E) with |V | = n
and with home‐bases {H1, . . . ,Hh}. Di = min{T(ni,H1),,
T(ni,H
, 2), . . . , T(n
ni, Hh)} indicaates distance of node ni off
the nearest hom
me‐base. Parameter t is deetermined by
y
find
ding the maxiimum of all m
minimum disstances of alll
nodes in the grap
ph, t =max {D
D1, . . . ,Dn}.
RUCTOR
5.1 TREE CONSTR

In
n graph theory, breadth
h‐first search
h (BFS) is a
grap
ph search algorithm thaat starts fro
om arbitrary
y
node in a graph and makees it the roo
ot node and
d
expllores all neigghbor nodess [23]. Then, for each off
thosse nearest nodes,
n
it exp
plores their unexplored
d
neigghbor nodes, and so on, until it visits all
a the nodes..
The order of visiting
v
neigh
hbors is con
nsidered thee
lexiccal order in which the no
odes with sm
maller ID aree
visitted first. For the graph in
n the Figure 1,
1 equivalentt
treees for clusterss n1and n12 arre depicted in
n Figure 2.

Figu
ure 1: An examp
ple for a graph
h with 13 nodes.
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lexical ord
der in level l and deteermines thee
number of
o the nod
de offspringgs. Considerr
coordinator is in node ni in level l. If
I the node ni
has k offsprrings and thee majority of its boundary
y
neighbors are contamin
nated, coordiinator movess
to the roott and advocattes k cleaners to clean alll
children. Otherwise,
O
if tthe majority of boundary
y
neighbors are
a clean, thee coordinatorr advocates k
− 1 cleanerrs to clean offfsprings using the cleanerr
in node ni.
• All cleaneers in node ni are sent to
o k offspringss
of node ni to
t clean these nodes. Acco
ording to thee
previous description,
d
if the majority boundary
y
neighbors of ni are contaminated, a cleaner iss
retained in
n node ni.
That is why coordinato
or requests k nodes when
n
the majoritty of nodes aare contamin
nated. On thee
other side, if the majority of boundary neighborss
are not co
ontaminated coordinator request k−1
nodes becaause it can use the cleanerr in node ni.
• Wheneveer the coord
dinator settles in a leaff
node, if all boundary neighbors are cleaned,,
cleaner in this node is sent back to
t the home‐‐
base.
Thiss algorithm iss executed in parallel in all clusters.
Figure 2: Equ
uivalent tree for clusters with
w
home‐bases n1
and n12.

5.2 CLEANIN
NG
In each sub‐graph, the home‐basee node is the root
of BFS tree and the starrt node for our
o algorithm
m. In
each sub‐graph, there iss a coordinattor which triees to
decontaminate the su
ub‐graph. We
W assume that
coordinator has enough
h cleaners to
o clean the sub‐
graph.
A coordiinator starts from the ro
oot and traveerses
the graph in
i BFS orderr. It means that coordin
nator
cleans all th
he nodes in level l and th
hen it goes to
o the
level l + 1 an
nd it guaranteees that by moving
m
to the next
level the clleaned nodees will not be
b contamin
nated
again.
Below, th
he DALD algo
orithm is desccribed with more
m
details.

DALD Algorrithm:
– Cleaning frrom level 0 to
o level 1:
•Coord
dinator sendss cleaners to all k offsprin
ngs of
the roo
ot node.
– Cleaning offsprings
o
of nodes
n
in levells l > 0:
• Let’s assume th
hat the con
nstructed treee is
cleaneed up to level l. To clean nodes in level l + 1
coordiinator return
ns back to the
t
first nod
de in
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Example 2: Let’’s consider aall nodes in the
t graph in
n
Figu
ure 1 are con
ntaminated. W
We choose n1 and n12 ass
hom
me‐base nodes, randomly.
Baseed on descrip
ption in Sectio
on 5, parameeter t is set to
o
2.
The
T equivalen
nt trees for clusters n1 and n12 aree
consstructed.
Trees
T
for these two clusteers are depictted in Figuree
2. Coordinators start
s
from n1
1 and n12 wiith unlimited
d
num
mber of clean
ners in these two nodes. Hence,
H
nodess
n1 and
a
n12 aree cleaned by cleaners at first as it iss
cleaar in Figure 3aa.
Then,
T
coordin
nators send cleaners to th
he children off
n1 and
a n12 simu
ultaneously ass it is shown in Figure 3b.
finds the fiirst node in
Then,
T
each coordinator
c
n
lexiccal order in the
t level 1 to
o move on. Fo
or cluster n1,,
this node is n2 and for clustter n12 this node is n10..
Nod
de n2 has th
hree children
n and node n10
n
has two
o
child
dren.
Coordinators
C
in each clusster move baack to home‐‐
basees and bringg 2 and 1 cleeaners to cleean offspringg
nodes of nodes n2
n and n10 and as a result all children
n
of n2 and n10 are clean as sho
own in Figuree 3c.
Since
S
nodes n2 and n10 are not treeated by any
y
nodes in the grap
ph, coordinattors use clean
ners in nodess
n2 and
a n10 and send
s
cleanerss to offspringg nodes.
Algorithm
A
runs in the same manner
m
and
d
coorrdinators mo
ove to n3 and
d n11 and sen
nd cleaner to
o
their children and
a
now th
he network is clean ass
depicted in Figurre 3d.

DALD: Distributed Asynchronous Local Decontamination Algorithm in Arbitrary Graphs

Figure 3: An example of algorithm on a graph with 13 nodes
and 2 home‐basesn1 and n12.

6. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
We now prove the correctness of DALD algorithm.
It is shown that all nodes in the network will be
cleaned and once a node has been cleaned it will never
be re‐contaminated.
Let’s ni be a node in level l; Let Γ(i) denotes the
neighbors of ni in the graph G = (V, E):

Γ

|

,

Ε

(1)

Let Γ
denotes children of ni at level l + 1 in the
broadcasted tree. It is clear that Γ
Γ
The following lemmas and theorem prove the
correctness of our algorithm.
Lemma 1: All nodes in a cluster which stand on level
l< t in constructed tree, do not have boundary nodes.
Lemma 2: If ni is a node in level l and nj is a node in
Γ \Γ
then there is a node nm in
level l + 1 and
level l such that
Γ
.
Lemma 3: In DALD algorithm, when an agent leaves
unguarded node ni at level l, all the neighbors of ni are
either clean or guarded.
Proof: This is clearly true for the node at level 0.
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Assume that it is true for all nodes at level 0≤l<L and
we prove it’s true for nodes in level L. It is obvious
that a node is contaminated by its neighbors. All
neighbors of node ni in level L can be one of the
following nodes: nodes in level L − 1, nodes in level L,
nodes in level L + 1, nodes in the boundary of group.
According to the algorithm, the constructed tree is
cleaned level by level. Therefore, when coordinator is
in level L, it cleans all nodes in the previous levels. As
a result, a node in level L won’t be contaminated by
nodes in the previous level. According to the breadth‐
first traverse of graph, all the neighbors of node ni in
level L are traversed before or after this node. In the
algorithm, all nodes in tree which are traversed before
ni are cleaned by coordinator before ni. Thus, there is
no treat by these nodes for ni. As it is mentioned,
cleaning algorithm cleans tree level by level and
cleaners in level L leave nodes in this level if all nodes
of this level has been cleaned. Therefore, node ni will
not be contaminated by its neighbors in level L.
Neighbor nj of node ni which is in level L + 1 can be
in two states. The nj can be a node in level L + 1
Γ \Γ
or
Γ
. If nj is a node such that
that
Γ \Γ
according to the lemma 2 there is a
node nm which is in level L traversed before node ni
and nj is the child of nm. Node nj is decontaminated by
node nm. On the other side, if nj is a node such
that
Γ
according to phase 2 the coordinator
sends sufficient cleaners to this nodes.
The cleaner node can get the information from the
nodes which are in the boundary of graph. A node in a
cluster may be contaminated by boundary nodes.
Therefore, coordinator checks all the boundary
neighbors of the agent. If the majority of boundary
neighbors of the current node are contaminated the
coordinator decides to preserve cleaner in the node,
but if the majority boundary neighbors are clean or
guarded it removes cleaner from this node. Finally, it
can be concluded that using this algorithm a cleaned
node is not treated by its neighbors because they are
clean or guarded.
Theorem 1: The proposed algorithm decontaminates
all nodes.
Proof: According to the lemma 3, a node is not
contaminated after cleaning. In each cluster, the
algorithm decontaminates the sub‐graph level by
level. As a result, if the coordinator reaches to the leaf
nodes in tree, it cleans all nodes in that sub graph.
Since, all nodes belong to at least one group, it should
be concluded that the whole graph will be cleaned in
finite time.
7. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In all decontamination algorithms, the number of
moves and the number of agents to decontaminate the
network are important parameters. In this section, we
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give the upper bound for these parameters.
Theorem 2: The number of cleaner agents to clean a
graph G = (V, E) with maximum degree, distance t to
construct clusters and h home‐bases is O hΔ .
Proof: According to lemma 1, the middle nodes do not
have boundary neighbors and based on the previous
lemmas and theorems, these nodes are not treated by
other neighbors because they are decontaminated or
guarded. As a result, all cleaners move to leaf nodes
and the number of cleaners is equal to the number of
leaf nodes. In a tree with maximum degree Δ, this
Δ . In the worst case, all cleaners stay on
value is
leaf nodes to prevent from re‐contamination by
boundary nodes. Thus, in each cluster at most
Δ cleaners are used. As a result, for all h home‐
Δ .
bases the total number of cleaners is
Theorem 3:In a graph G = (V, E) with arbitrary
structure let |V | = n and distance t is used to construct
clusters and h is the number of home‐bases. The
number of coordinators moves to construct the graph
is
Δ
Proof: To count the number of moves in the graph, we
consider the number of moves by coordinators and
cleaners altogether. To simplify the problem, we first
consider the number of moves in each cluster. At first,
we describe the number of moves by cleaners then we
count the number of moves by coordinators.
Number of moves by cleaners: As mentioned before,
there are h clusters constructed by distance t. The
maximum distance from the root to the farthest node
in tree is t. So, the farthest distance that each cleaner
should traverse is t. As explained in the last phase of
algorithm, after cleaning a leaf node, the cleaner
returns back to the root. Consequently, the cleaner
can have 2t moves at most.
Based on lemma 1, all the nodes in level l, l < t are
not connected to the boundary nodes. In this case,
cleaners in nodes in level l < t can leave the nodes to
upper level in tree. By this description, the number of
cleaners used to decontaminate a cluster is equal to
the number of cleaners in level t. We have at most
Δ cleaners in level t. Therefore, the number of moves
2 Δ .
by all cleaners in a cluster is at most
Number of moves by coordinators: Based on the
algorithm, a coordinator visits all the nodes in the
cluster to clean the cluster. To visit the nodes in level l
+ 1 a coordinator should visit all nodes in level I that
i< l + 1. It means that to visit nodes in upper levels the
nodes in lower levels should be visited again. In this
way all the number of moves for a coordinator is:

2∑

(2)

Now, we have the number of moves by cleaners
and coordinators. The upper bound for the number of
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moves in a graph with h cluster is
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we decontaminated a network with
arbitrary structure using a distributed algorithm. To
decontaminate a network distributive, it is
decomposed to clusters. A clustering method clusters
nodes in network by t‐distance method. Since, there is
more than one home base in the network,
decontamination is very fast. This algorithm
converges in finite time and decontaminates all nodes
finally. In the previous works, the upper bound of the
number of moves and the number of cleaner agents
required to decontaminate network are given only for
networks with special structures such as ring or tori
while our algorithm establishes these upper bounds
on networks with arbitrary structure. The upper
bound for the number of moves and the number of
cleaners to clean the network in arbitrary structure
, consecutively. In
and
are
future works we will use a clustering method by
which the overlaps among groups and the number of
moves and cleaners are decreased as well.
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